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Exercise – Copy/Paste from One Project to Another 

1. Open a Chrome or Edge browser and enter the following: https://training.playbookteam.com 

2. Sign in to Playbook as Bob. Username = Bob, password = PlayBook2021 

3. Change Projects I am active on to Projects visible to me, then select the Templates project. Click Ok. 

The Templates project can be used to define and store standard plans and workflows. 

 
  

https://training.playbookteam.com/
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4. Switch to Game Plan and ensure Templates is the active project.  

5. Go to WBS 2.1.1, Materials Procurement → Mechanical → Prototype: <Part Name> <P#>.  

 

6. <Part Name> and <P#> are variable text fields intended to be replaced during the paste operation. 

Variable text is defined as any text between a less than and a greater than sign. 

7. Right-click on summary task Prototype: <Part Name> <P#> to select it and all its subtasks then click 

More → Copy. 

8. Switch to project XP 2000. 

9. Right-click on Prototype Build at the top of the Game Plan then click More → Paste. 
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10. In the Paste Window, reassign tasks assigned to the ME resource (ME = Mechanical Engineer) to Sue S 

and reassign the Purchasing tasks to Ken K. Using generic resources in templates is a great way to 

assign resources to tasks by role, then during the paste operation they can be reassigned to a team 

member all at once. 
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11. Replace the variable text in the task titles.  

• In the cell to the right of <Part Name> enter Housing, Bracket 

• In the cell to the right of <P#> enter 123456 
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12. Click Ok. The new summary task and subtasks are created, resources reassigned, and titles modified. 

 

13. Sign Bob out of Playbook and Discard. 

This completes this exercise.  


